Liverome: a curated database of liver cancer-related gene signatures
with self-contained context information
¾ Motivation of the study
 Our group has been performing microarray experiments on a large cohort of liver
cancer patients (~300 patients).
 Needed to compare our own data with publicly available liver cancer data for
prioritization of genes for further follow-up studies.
 The result from the public molecular profiling
data most often comes in the form of a list of
genes, also called a gene signature, reported
in articles as a table
 These signatures are scattered in individual
articles, buried in main or supplementary
tables, thus all the valuable information is
underused.
 To address this need, several signature databases have been constructed to serve
as a repository of signatures. But several limitations were observed.
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Database construction in a nutshell
~100 articles on liver cancer
microarray and proteome studies

~150 gene signatures that
appeared as tables

Liverome DB

¾ Thorough manual
annotation of database
content
¾ Comprehensive coverage
¾ Straightforward web
interface designed for liver
cancer biologists

What is a signature database
¾ With respect to data source
Publication-derived signatures

Raw data-derived signatures

Signature tables
in articles
Signatures are generated by a reanalysis of expression profile data
from public repositories
Strength

 Utilize the end results from expert analysis
of individual studies
 Can always obtain signatures from articles

 Consistent data processing scheme
may generate signatures that are more
reproducible across datasets
 Full list of genes are generated

¾ With respect to phenotype coverage
Specialized
for example, liver cancer
Strength

 Phenotype-specific coverage is
generally high

All-inclusive
for example, all types of cancer
all phenotypes
 Enables inter-phenotype comparison

Signature databases (a partial list)
Publication-derived
Specialized

 Liverome
 EHCO
(BMC Bioinfo 2007)

 CCancer (NAR 2010)
 dbDEPC (NAR 2010)
All-inclusive
 GeneSigDB (NAR 2010)
 MSigDB
(Bioinformatics 2011)
 Employed in GSEA
 A subset “cgp” contains publicationderived signatures

Raw data-derived
 Pancreatic Expression DB
(BMC Genomics 2007; NAR 2011)

 Oncomine (Neoplasia 2004, 2007)
 GeneChaser (BMC Bioinfo 2008)

Liver cancer-specific data coverage
Publication-derived
Specialized

 Liverome
 EHCO
(BMC Bioinfo 2007)

 CCancer (NAR 2010)
 dbDEPC (NAR 2010)
All-inclusive
 GeneSigDB (NAR 2010)
Red: All-inclusive DB
Blue: Liver cancer DB
(Number): Liver cancerrelated articles

¾ Our data coverage is >3 times larger

Liverome (98)

¾ Even in large databases whose overall
coverage is much higher than ours, their liver
cancer-specific coverage was much lower
than ours

dbDEPC (5)

EHCO (32)

GeneSigDB CCancer
Overall coverage
Liver cancer-specific coverage

~10 times ~26 times
1/5

1/5

Points to the need for specialized database

CCancer (21)

GeneSigDB (18)

Database statistics of Liverome
¾ With respect to clinicopathological category
Category
1) Tumor vs Normal comparison
2) Survival & Recurrence
3) Cirrhosis & Dysplasia
4) Etiology
5) Differentiation
6) Invasion & Metastasis
7) Genomic alterations
8) Modulated by a single gene/protein factor
9) Subgroup-specific
10) Other
Total

# Signatures
37
14
14
10
18
11
4
6
17
12
143 signatures

# Articles
32
14
9
9
13
10
4
6
3
11
98 articles

# Signatures
124
16
3
143 signatures

# Articles
83
12
3
98 articles

¾ With respect to type of experiment
Type of experiment
Transcriptomics
Proteomics
Others
Total

Well-annotated version of signatures: Main strength of Liverome
Signature table
as appeared in an article

Uninformative form
of signature from other DB
(CCancer)

Table 2 of Lau et al (2006) Oncogene

Table 2

Compared sample groups?
• Tumor vs Normal?
• Between subtypes?
• Something else?

Merely
extracted
gene IDs

Info is missing from table

Read each article and derived an informative form

Self-contained form of signature
from Liverome
Lau (2006) Oncogene [Genes regulated by clusterin]

Informatively named the signature
Specifies the compared groups

Represents fold change values
in a scale that is more recognizable

Well-annotated version of signatures: Main strength of Liverome (cont’d)
Signature table
as appeared in an article

Uninformative form of signature
from other DB (GeneSigDB)
Viral_Okamoto06_36genes

Table 2 of Okamoto et al (2006)

Extracted the
signature table
as-is

Manual annotated all the information

Self-contained form of signature
from Liverome
Okamoto (2006) Ann Sur Oncol
[Markers for multicentric hepatocarcinogenesis]

Informatively named the signature
Specified the compared groups

Summarized all the essential information underlying the signature

Main point:
¾ Made extensive manual
annotation efforts to contain all
context information within the
database
¾ Should enable easier database
browsing without a need to refer to
the original publication

Straightforward web interface: Gene search
¾ A gene search result for “CES2 (carboxylesterase 2)

Survival

DE in
T vs NT

Viral
infection
status

Subtype
-specific

Straightforward web interface: Signature comparison

Prioritization of genes according to occurrence frequency
~20 genes occur very frequently in ≥ 12 signatures
~1,000 genes occur frequently in ≥ 4 signatures

~ A half of the genes
occur in only one signature

Occurrence
23
18
17
16

15
14

13

12

Symbol
ECHS1
ADH1B
GPC3
ALB
BHMT
PLG
VIM
RGN
TF
FABP1
HPD
ACADSB
CAT
MTHFD1
RPSA
SLC22A1
TDO2
ADH4
CP
CYP2E1
PCK1
SPARC

Construction of co-occurrence network of genes
A network analysis using Liverome-collected signatures
Method
¾ Used WGCNA (Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis)

Langfelder & Horvath, 2007, BMC Bioinformatics

¾ Usually used to construct co-expression network from expression profile data
¾ Here, used it to construct co-occurrence network from signature data
¾ A pair of genes are considered as similar if they co-occur in many of the signatures
Signature1 Signature2 Signature3 Signature4 Signature5 Signature6

...

Signature N

Gene A
Gene B
Co-occurrence (Jaccard similarity coefficient) =

# Signatures containing both gene A and gene B
# All other signatures

Result: a co-occurrence network
¾ Genes are shown on rows and columns
¾ Color coding represents the similarity measure
¾ Each block represents a module which consists of a set of
genes that have similar liver cancer signature membership
¾ Cancer-related pathways are enriched in the modules
(glycolysis, cell cycle, apoptosis, etc.)
¾ Co-occurrence network constructed from liver cancer
signature data alone recapitulates known liver cancer biology

Summary
¾ Comprehensive collection of liver cancer-related gene signatures
¾ All the database content was made into a self-contained form by extensive manual
annotation
¾ Limitations: All limitations inherent to publication-based signature database
 Each signature contains only a few selected genes above the significance cutoff
 Each signature was derived from its own data processing scheme, which may
decrease reproducibility across datasets
¾ Usefulness
 Most useful to retrieve known differential expression information of a gene
 To compare your own gene list with previously reported gene lists
 An interesting bioinformatics analysis may be possible using the DB contents
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